Federal Limited Mileage Warranty
1. Adjustment Policy
This mileage warranty excludes tires become unserviceable due to any conditions
according to Federal Limited Warranty Policy. Also, this warranty is for tires, which are sold
by FTNA(Federal Tire North America) after June 1, 2016.
Within 60 months after the tire was mounted, if the tire wears down to the treadwear
indicator bars(T.W.I.) and the tire has not reached the warranted miles of normal car
highway use, Federal will credit based on remaining percentage of the tire. For mileage
warranties by product line, please find the chart in Product Line section of this document.
In addition, you will be responsible for paying in-full the cost of mounting and balancing the
tire, the cost of any other service charges, governmental taxes and related service fees.
Eligible tires must be on the vehicle on which they were originally installed, in
conformance with the vehicle manufacturer’s recommendations. Tires must be rotate
every 5000~8000miles regularly.
Note: If you use different size tires on the front and rear axles due to your vehicle
manufacturer recommendation, we do not suggest you to rotate your tires. Therefore,
the mileage warranty on your tires will be half specified.
This mileage warranty applies to all replacement tires listed, bearing the FEDERAL brand
name and complete D.O.T. serial number or called T.I.N. and operated in the United States
of America.

2. Dealer’s Obligation
To process mileage proration adjustment(s) for the customer, the tire dealer must validate
the mileage received on the claim tires(s), versus the mileage warranted and certify this
information on the claim form to Federal and attach proof of tire rotation to the claim form.

3. Your Obligations
You must present related materials in below to your tire shop which the tire installed in the
United States to obtain the adjustments:
1. Original purchase invoice which stated the vehicle mileage at the time of the original

installation.
2. The subject tire and the vehicle on which the tire is used.
3. Proof of tire rotation every 6000~8000miles.
4. Your vehicle registration.
5. Vehicle maintenance record.
After providing the materials above, you must fill claim form to complete mileage warranty
claim.
4. Product Line
Pattern

Mileage(miles)

SS657

40,000

SS595

30,000

FORMOZA FD2

50,000

FORMOZA AZ01

35,000

FORMOZA GIO

35,000

COURAGIA XUV

30,000

COURAGIA F/X

30,000

COURAGIA A/T

30,000

COURAGIA M/T

25,000

